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Optics Exam
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Permitted materials:

Calculators, Writing Utensils, Reference Materials in a 3 ring binder, Any Measuring
Tools, Pre-Made Templates. No Mirrors or Lasers are allowed

Basic lnstructions: There are 2 parts to this exam as noted in the official Science

Olympiad rules. You will have 50 minutes total at this event but part of your time (- 5
minutes)will be used to transition to, compete in and transition from the Laser Shoot.
During the Laser Shoot you will have exactly 4 minutes to set your mirrors. Be sure to
listen closely for your team name and number and be ready with your materials to
compete.
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Be sure to transfer ail answers to the answer document on page 2
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As rihmwn ah$ye, a h*.*ur r:f whits lighf i*
syp*r*ted i*t* rcparate colors when it #assss

ll"*uel c gless prism. Red light is,*f**t**t
mnlugn u srnaller angle than viulet light
hecause red tight hur a

I ray nf lighr in glass rhnt ir inaident r* an
rntc$*ce with ice, as shtlwlr.ahnye, ir parlially
re{Iected and parri*lly refrarled" Tfre ird,ex sf
refrartio* a fnr e*ch af the two media is given
in Nhe Iigure. How rlo lhe angl* ol-reflerliirn cnrt
rFre arqle rf re{rarlinn f,ornpit E wilh [h* mgle of
incideue.e S ?

(A)
(E)
(ci

Slaw,ersp*erl ic gtam rhrn vimlet Iight
Fhr *peul in glass t}:an tir:let ligtt
sloluer speed in ths incident temri'than

violer ligh{
(D) fssrer speed in lhe incidrnt beam than

violer Iighr
(El greatcr intensity ihan vi$lsr licht

When one uses a magnifliing glass to read fine
print, one uses a

(A) converging lens to produce a virtuatimage
of the print

(B) converging lens to produce a real image of
the print

(C) mirror to produce a virtual image of the
print

(D) diverging lens to produce a ieal ltnage of
the print

(E) diverging lens to produce a virtuat image
of the print

Angle *f
Reltrectinn

tAl S*ffis
(B) Sanrr
{C} Smsllsr
(D) tmaller
tE) Largsr

2
4

The critical angle for a transparent material in air is
30". The index of refraction of the material is
most nearly

(A) 0.33
(B) 0.s0
(c) 1.0
(D) 1.s
(E) 2.O
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An *fuject # ix l*cared at 6r*int F ttl the leftuf
a e*nvergi*g leas, as shown in lhe flgure abtlve.

{ .nnd 4 ar* rhe fscai p+ints of the len*.

Use information above for 5 and 6

Xf the f*csl }ength CIf the ksn is fi.4# rn and
pinl F is0.3t) m tn rhe lsft *f the lens,
where is th* irnnge uf tlre chj*cl.Incatrd?

(A) I.3 rn to rhe l*fr of lhe lenr
{g} *"I7 fia to lhs lef( nf {he lenx
{C} At tfi* lenr
{D) #"I7 ra rs lheright of {he lens
{E} I"E nr fo rhe rigfir of rhe trens

Whlsh of the following clwrasteria*r the irnage
rvhes the ohjeet is in [f:e p**iti*n shmrn?

{A} R.eal. i*verted, end srilflllerthan rhu object
(fi) *,eel, upigtrt, nnd targer lhan the objeri
(C) Eeal, Isvefied, and lnrgrr th,nn rh* object
tDi ?irlual, uprighl" and Xargerthan thc CIf:.imt
(E) Ylrtufll, uprigtrr, afid.smleller than the ntr"feci

Objcct r

An object is placed near a plane mirror, as shown above. Which
of the labeled points is the position of the image?

(AlA (B) B (c) c (D) D (E) E

";*iT

8 An object is placed as shown in the figure
above. The centerofcurvature Cand the
focalpoint Fof the reflecting surface are
marked. As compared with the objec! the
image formed by the reflecting surface is

erect and larger
erect and the same size
erect and smaller
inverted and larger
inverted and smaller

The spherical mirror shown above has a center of
curvature at point c. Which point is nearest to the focal
point?

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

9
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Z
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(Al a

(B) b

(cl c

(D) d

(E) e

oC

oD

oE
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A light ray R in medium I strikes a sphere of medium ll

with angle of incidence I as shown above' The figure

shows five possible subsequent paths for the light ray.

10* Which path is possible if medium I is air and medium ll is

glass?

(A)

(B)

(cl

(Dl

(El

TL
Which path is possible if medium I is glass and medium ll

is air?

(AI A

(BI B

(c) c

(DID.
(El E "'l
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L2 An object is placed on the axis of a converging thin

lens of focal length 2 cm, at a distance of 8 cm from

the lens. The distance between the image and the

lens is most nearlY

(A) 0.4 cm

(B) 0.8 cm

(c) 1.6 cm

(D) 2.0 cm

(El 2.7 cm

13 * A large lens is used to focus an image of an object

onto a screen. lf the left half of the lens is covered

with a dark card, which of the following occurs?

(A) The left half of the image disappears'

(B) The right half of the image disappears.

(Cl The image becomes blurred.

(Dl The image becomes dimmer.

(El No image is formed.

A physics student places an object 6.0 cm

L4 from a converging tens of focal length 9.0

cm. What is the magnitude of the
magnification of the image produced?

(A) 0.6
(B) 1.s

' (c) 2.0
(D) 3.0
(E) 3.6

C
D
E'

A

B

c

D

E
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L6

L7

,

A concave mirror with a radius of curvature of 1.0 m is
used to collect light from a distant star. The distance
between the mirror and the image of the star is most
nearly

0.25m
0.50 m
0.75 m
1.0 m
2.0 m

When light passes from air into water, the frequency
of the light remains the same. What happens to the
speed and the wavelength of light as it crosses the
boundary in going from air into water?

Soeed Waveleneth

(A) " lncreases Remains the same
(B) Remains the same Decreases
(C) Remains the same Remains the same
(D) Decreases lncreases
(E) Decreases Decreases

An object is placed at a distance of 1.5/ from a
converging lens of focal length /, as shown above.
What type of image is formed and what is its size
relative to the object?

Tvpe Size ':1

(A)Virtua! Larger
(B) Virtual Same size i

(C) Virtual Smaller i

(D) Real Larger
(E) Real Smaller
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A light ray passes through substances 1, 2,
and 3, as shown above. The indices of
refraction for these three substaoces are tl1
nz and n3, respectively. Ray segments in 1
and in 3 are parallel. From the directions of
the ray, one can conclude that

(A) fl3 must be the same as n1

(B) n2 must be less than nr
(C) nz must be less than ng

(D) nl must be equalto 1.00
(E) all three indices must be the same

When you look at the red petals of a rose, the
color tight you're seeing is
A) red.
B) green.
C) white minus red.
D) a mixture of green and yellow.
E) cyan.

20 When the color yellow is seen on an old CRT
TV screen, the phosphors being activated on
the screen are
A) mainlyyellow.
B) blue and red.
C) green and yellow.
D) red and green.

(A)

(B)

(c)
(D)

(E)

L8

L9
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Aquarium

A beam of white light is incident on a triangular glass

prism with an index of refraction of about 1.5 for visible

light, producing a spectrum. lnitially, the prism is in a
glass aquarium filled with air, as shown above. lf the

aquarium is filled with water with an index of refraction

of 1.3, which of the following is true?

No spectrum is produced.

A spectrum is produced, but the deviation
of the beam is opposite to that in air.

The positions of red and violet are reversed

in the spectrum.
The spectrum produced has greater

separation between red and violet than
that produced in air.
The spectrum produced has less separation
between red and violet than that produced

in air.
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,J*'n"/l
An object, slanted at an angle of 45o, is placed in

front of a vertical plane mirror, as shown above.

Which of the following shows the apparent
position and orientation of the object's image?

(B)

24

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

(c)

22 Polarization is a property of

A) transverse waves.
B) longitudinal waves.
C) allwaves. (D)
D) None of these.

23 
"..The light in this room leaves the lightbulbs, hib the

wall and then travels to your eyes. What type of
reflection is taking place?

A) Specular '

B) Diftuse
C) Rectangular
D) Paint

(E)
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ZS An object is Red under normal white light. I4/hat
color would it appear to be if all of the lights ip ttre
room were turned off except for one yellow light?

26* A" object is Cyan under normal white light. What
color would it appear to be if all of the lights in the
room were tumed off exceptfor one Magenta light?

30 What type of lens is the lens in the eye?

A) Double Convex
B) Double Concave
C) Planar Convex
D) Planar Concave
E) Planar

31
A particular filn absorbs 400 nm - 500 nm
wavelength of Iight (Violet to Blue) when light is
incident upon its surface. What color would the
"glate" on the lens appear to be?

A) Red
B) Green
C) Blue
D) Yellow
E) Cyan

32
What do the dark lines mean on an absorption
spectra developed for a chemical which is to be
coated on top of a surface?

A) Light that was scattered away upon contact.
B) Light that was not present initially.
C) Light that was merged with a nearby color.
D) Light that is still present but is too dim to see

because the other colors are brighter.
E) Light that was absorbed upon contact

33*

n =1,4

Light of several wavelengths is incident from above
on a thin film of index 1.5 and thickness of 300 nm
that's coated on a surface with an index of 1.6.
Which wavelength will produce the most reflected
light?

A) 400 nm D) 550 nm
B)450nm E)650nm
C) 500nm

A) Yellow
B) Red

C) Cyan,

D) Green
E) Orange

A) Red
B) Blue
C) Green

D) Magenta
E) Black

27 *unype of lens is needed to fix someone,s
eyesight who is farsighted?

A) Concave
B) Convex

28 *"a direction does a polarizing filter need to be in
order to cancel out the glare from Iight reflected off
the windows on the side of a building?

A) Right Handed
B) LeftHanded
C) Horizontal
D) Vertical
E) None of the above

29
What part of the eye is responsible for,,absorbing,,
incoming photons of light and tuming them into
electrical signals sent to your brain? :

A) Choroid
B) Retina
C) Cornea
D) Pupil
E) kis

tttttt
t1

n=1.,6


